IBBR and REFI Announce New Travel Fellowship for 2021

The University of Maryland Institute for Bioscience and Biotechnology Research (IBBR) and Robert E. Fischell Institute for Biomedical Devices (REFI) are excited to open applications for its 2021 travel fellowship.

The goal of the IBBR/REFI Travel Fellowship program is to support the success of scholars whose projects align with the shared missions of IBBR and REFI toward the translation of basic scientific and engineering research into innovative solutions to biomedical challenges. This fellowship is available to UMCP graduate students and postdoctoral researchers working with IBBR fellows and/or REFI researchers.

Applications for this fellowship are due by Friday, October 15.

Contact fischellinstitute@umd.edu (ATTN: IBBR/REFI Travel Fellowship) with any questions.
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